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NEW QUESTION: 1
When performing a product trace in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012,
which setting on the Trace inventory dimensions form allows you
to trace a serial number or batch number to see where the
products have been used?
A. Date Check
B. Backward
C. Forward
D. Warehouse

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
An administrator has been tasked with automating an action for
the internal IT team via available APIs.
Where can the administrator find a repository of all API
commands with syntax and example?
A. Navigate to VMware Docs and find the latest API guide
B. Navigate to the Intelligent HUB and find the latest API
guide
C. Navigate to &lt;APIServerURL&gt;/apiv2/commands
D. Navigate to &lt;APIServerURL&gt;/api/help
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/services/
WS1_System_Settings_On_Prem.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
You have a SharePoint farm.
You need to configure Active Directory Federation Services (AD
FS).
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate
actions from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange
them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
:119 HOTSPOT
A company sells licensed products.
You must pay the licensor royalties for the items each month.
You need to set up a royalty agreement to pay the licensor.
How should you set up the royalty agreement? To answer, select
the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Reference:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/finance/accounts-p
ayable/royalty-contract
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